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About G2 Web Services

G2 Web Services is a Verisk Analytics Company (NASDAQ: VRSK) and a leading global provider 
of merchant risk management solutions, including due diligence, compliance and fraud 
protection. Clients representing over half of merchant outlets globally use G2’s solutions to 
identify bad actors and keep them out of the payments system. Banks, processors and their 
partners use G2’s data, tools and expertise to perform better due diligence and monitoring so 
they can grow their portfolios while taking on acceptable risk. 

G2 Compass Score includes: 
 Red/yellow/green indicators which 

help identify business customers that 
require enhanced due diligence (EDD)

 Reason codes that explain the risk 
factors making up the score

 A detailed content and fraud  
history report

With G2 Compass Score  
you can:
  Improve the efficiency of your  

BSA/AML program 

  Help segment your business 
customers into tiers based on their  
risk levels

   Improve your audits with  
detailed reporting 

G2 Compass Score
Score your business customers’ past behavior to predict their future risk potential

As BSA/AML regulations expand 
and place greater demands on 
internal resources, implementing 
the right KYC program is 
even more critical to ensure 
strong compliance. Banks and 
payment processors need 
effective tools that can help 
them quickly determine which 
business customers require 
futher investigation so they 
can optimize their budget and 
personnel’s time. 

G2 Compass Score uses the  
G2 Business Data Map™ —  a 
database with over 13 years of 
proprietary business customer 
content and fraud history data  
— to provide a unique view of 
business customer risk. Get an 
in-depth review of each business 
customer’s history of fraud, web 
presence, compliance violations 
and illegal activity.  

Risk history includes:

•  Content violation history 

•  Reported fraud events

•  Links to other violating sites

•  G2 monitoring history

What could you be risking?
G2 Compass Score predicts the 
likelihood a business customer 
will violate payment processing 
regulations, regional or international 
laws, or commit fraud. 

This is significant for three reasons: 

1. Disruption or loss of payment 
acceptance in your workflow could 
create a cascade of negative 
outcomes for your business, 
starting with a steep drop in 
revenue and customer satisfaction

2. Risk being fined, penalized or held 
liable for the actions and activities 
of your business customers 

3. Lack of insight into your business 
customers’ payment acceptance 
method could be a financial and 
reputational risk to your  
financial institution

*Merchant Category Code (MCC) is similar to NAICS business classification code


